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Kurt Svendsen 934 Juliet Court Arnold 21012 Yes Watching the County Council’s 10/4/2021 Hearing on Bill 72-21 ending in the typical 4-3 vote reversing the County’s long-standing opposition to cost increases resulting from Prevailing 
Wage laws, was like “Bizarro World” (DC Comics 1960’s era fictional planet where everything is weirdly inverted and opposite to expectations).  Testimony offered by the DPW 
Director, Budget Officer, and County Auditor was stunningly opposite of what has historically come from these important organizations within County Government. (https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=QWpHaFRw8tU&t=7986s see: 55:00-1:24:41 and 1:46:57-2:13:00)  To highlight this stunning reversal, the Anne Arundel County Board of Education stated the 
County’s long-standing position on this subject in testimony to the Maryland Legislature in January of 2019: “...Given AACPS’ $2.1 billion infrastructure backlog, stretching our limited 
financial resources to complete the most projects for the least cost would support sound public and fiscal policy. Lastly, there is no consistent evidence to suggest that projects 
undertaken via the higher prevailing wage rates are completed more expeditiously or result in better quality.” (https://www.aacps.org/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?
moduleinstanceid=16882&dataid=34002&FileName=SB15%20Prevailing%20Wage%20SUPP%201.31.2019.pdf)  There seems to be a lot of this lately:  $1,000 per employee Covid 
Vaccine Incentive; $5M... ka-ching A separate $1,000 per employee Covid Bonus; $4M... ka-ching Prevailing Wage Bill 72-21; $5M-$37M in FY22 (recurring)... ka-ching Next up, 
School Bus transportation; $9.7M (recurring)...ka-ching

YES

Chris Haley 8972 Congress Pl Landover 20785 Yes Myself Bill 81-21: AN ORDINANCE concerning: General Provisions – Prohibition against Use of County Funds or Resources to Promote or Require Discrimination - My testimony is thus.   
One of the core issues which created and continues to foster racial discrimination in this city, in this county, in this state, and indeed, in this nation, is the suppression of the origin, the 
history, the sorrows and the triumphs, and by all of these elements, the humanity of a people; and in this instance those people are those who share African descent. The joy of the 
discovery of an African American child who through our education system learns that his enslaved ancestor survived who human bondage to raise a family and sire heirs who lived to 
thrive today should be no less worthwhile exploring, explaining and celebrating than that of an European child who through our education system learns that his ancestor survived 
indentured servitude or taxation without representation by the British prior to the American Revolution. Why would it not be wrong to expend county funds to celebrate the injustices 
and ultimate triumphs colonial rebels such as Annapolis' signers of the Declaration of Independence: William Paca, Samuel Chase, Thomas Stone, and Charles Carroll of Carrollton, 
who despite their upper class status, found English tyranny intolerable; if it is wrong to explore, explain and celebrate the ultimate perseverance of the story of Kunta Kinte and those 
who shared his native heritage over being subjugated to the immoral practice of race based enslavement as legislated by the Maryland General Assembly in 1664? If we ultimately 
seek an environment where mutual  respect, harmony, and equality are the rule and not the exception, why would the suppression of telling the whole story of one people be promoted, 
while another's continues to be proudly studied and promoted to not only the spiritual, but to the financial gain of the county and city via commemorations intended to remind and draw 
tourists near and far to our historic town of their significance? The suggestion, itself, reinforces the discrimination it purports to decry. It is clear to all who have a fair mind to recognize 
it. It would be a clear and shameful danger to deny the same. To support this ordinance would be to support the notion of the Dred Scott Decision, that in the words of Supreme Court 
Chief Justice Roger Brooke Taney, "[African Americans] had for more than a century before been regarded as beings of an inferior order, and altogether unfit to associate with the 
white race, either in social or political relations; and so far inferior, that they had no rights which the white man was bound to respect..." or indeed, any heritage or history which white, 
black, or any child of any background, should be required to learn.   Sincerely,  Chris Haley Co-Director, Emmy Nominated Documentary, Unmarked Nephew of Alex Haley, Author of 
Roots, Co-author of The Autobiography of Malcolm X Direct Descendant of Kunta Kinte

YES


